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o. Introduction. Let X be a smooth, projeetive variety of dimension n over an alge
braieally closed field. The Chow grOtlp, CHm(X)alg, eonstrueted from rn-dimensional
eycles whieh are algebraieally equivalent to zero by modding out by rational equivalenee,
is an important and traetible invariant when m = n - 1. In this ease CHm(X)alg is
isomorphie in a natural way to the points of an Abelian variety. When rn < n -1 there
may 01' may not exist such an isomorphism. In the latter ease we say that CHm(X)alg
is not weakly representable (see (1.6) for the preeise definition). In this paper we take
the eomplex numbers as the base field and ask

Question 0.1. Ta what extent does the Q-Hodge structure, H.(Xc), determine whetber
or not CHm(XC)alg is weakly representable?

The first result in this direetion is Roitman's extension of Mumford's non-represent
ablity theorem for surfaees with Pg > O. To state this result, reeall that the width, w,
ofa weightj Hodge strueture, H, with He ~ EBp+q=jHP,fl, is maxH"'9~O{lp-ql}. Note
that m = (lil-w)/2 is always an integer. With this terminology aversion of Roitman's
Theorem is

Theorem 0.2. H Hj(Xc) has widtll j for SOlDe j ~ 2, then CHo(XC)alg is not weakly
representable.

The first theorem we shall prove is the following conditional extension of (0.2) to
higher dimensional algebraie cycles.

Theorem 0.3. Assume that Grothendieck's generalized Hodge conjecture [Gral] is
true. Suppose that Hh(Xc) has a Q-Hodge substructure V oE widtb w ~ 2. Set
m = (h - w)/2. Then CHm(XC)alg is not weakly representable.

This result was first obtained by Jmnes Lewis [Le2] using different methods.
The generalized Hodge eonjeeture is needed only to supply a smooth projeetive va

riety S of dimension w together with a family of m-eyc1es parametrized by S, r E
Zw+m(S X X), such that the image of

contains V.
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Theorem (0.3) can be applied to certain hypersurfaces in projective space. Let Xc C

IP'c+1 be a non-singular hypersurface of degree d. Write w for the Hodge width of
Hn(Xc). We have

w = n - 2m> 0
n
->m
2

and n+2 <d< n+2.
m+1- m

The following result, first mentioned in [Cll] and treated thoroughly in [Le3], is a special
case of Grothendieck's generalized Hodge conjecture:

Theorem 0.4. Suppose that w = n - 2 or equivalently ~ > 1 and ~ + 1 :5 d< n + 2.
For any smooth degree d hypersurface, X, outside a proper, closed subset oE moduli,
the Hilbert scheme oE lines on X, S, is snlootb oE dimension 2n - d -1. In this case tbe
universal family of lines, .c c S x X, induces a surjection, Hn- 2 (Sc)(1) -+ Hn(Xc).

This is an important step in proving (compare [Le2,§3, Ex:1])

Theorem 0.5. Let Xc C pc+1 (n/2 > 1) be a smooth hypersurface oE degree d,
I + 1 ~ d < n + 2. Then CH1(Xc)alg is not zero for n = 3 and is not weakly
representable for n ;::: 4.

When n = 3 one is dealing with l-cycles on the cubic and quartic threefolds. In this
case the intermediate Jacobian has played a signifigant role in the study of CH1(Xc)alg
and much more is known. When n ~ 4 the intermediate Jacobian for one cycles is zero.

In order to more easily visualize the Hodge substructures which playa role in (0.3)
we introduce the notion of an m-spanmng Hodge substructure, V C H 2m+ j (XC )' V
will be called m-spanning if j ;::: 0 and

TI" I"V y-m-j,-m ffi ffi V-m,-m- j
YC - \J.} ••• w ,

,
v-m-j,-m 1= o.

In the Hodge diamond, Y spans the cone with vertex H;,;;,-m and sides extending out
H - n -m d H-m -n

to n+~ an n+~'

H-m,-m
2m

y-m-j,-m El1

/

ffi v-m,-m- j

H-n,-n
2n

Now Theorem (0.3) says that if for some j ~ 2, H2m+j(Xc) has an m-spanning
Hodge substructure, then the generalized Hodge conjecture implies that C Hm(XC)alg
is not weakly representable.

It is interesting to try to use this cone to further illuminate possible relationships
between Hodge substructures and CHm(XC)alg' We call a Hodge substructure, V C
H 2m+j(Xc) with j > 0, m-excessive if it extends beyond the boundaries of the cone (ie.
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has vp,q =1= 0 for some p > -m). A Hodge substructure V C H2m+j (XC),j > 0 will
be called m-deficient if vp,q = 0 for all p ~ -mo In other words, an m-deficient Hodge
substructure lies in the interior of the cone.

Suppose that Xc is a smooth projective variety for which no Hj(Xc) with j ;::: 2 has
the maximal width, j. When Xc is a surface it has been conjectured that CHO(XC)olg is
weakly representable [B12]. This has been verified in a substantial number of particular
cases (BLK], (Bl1,Ex.1.5], (V]. The same conclusion holds for non-singular complete
intersections of auy dimension in projective space [R3] and in fact quite generally for
non-singular Fano varieties [Ca]. One would like to know if these observations are
specific examples of a general principle which pertains to higher dimensional cycles as
weIl. We formulate a candidate for such a principle in the

Naive Question 0.6. Let Xc be a smootb, projective variety. Suppose that there
is a non-negative integer, m, with tbe property tbat for eaeb j ;::: 2 H2m+j(XC) is
m-deficient. Is CHm(XC)alg weakly representable?

In §5 we show that the answer is yes for l-cyc1es on smooth cubic hypersurfaces of
dimension at least 6.

So far the discussion of CHm(XC)alg has ignored the case of a smooth, projective
variety, Xc, for which H2m+j (Xc) is m-excessive for some j ~ 2, but H2m+j(Xc) has no
m-spanning Hodge substructure for any j ~ 2. Indeed in this case CHm(XC)alg seems
even more mysterious, than in the cases discussed in (0.3) and (0.6). The following
result will shed a small amount of light on an interesting example:

Theorem 0.7. Let Xc C IPC+1 (n/2 > 1) be a geometrie, generie bypersurface of
degree d, n +2 .s; d .s; 2n -1. There exist two lines on Xc such tbat DO positive multiple
oE tbeir difference is rationa1ly equiva1ent to zero.

When n = 3, (0.7) together with [H] allows one to recover the fact that no positive
multiple of the differenee of two lines on a geometrie generie, quintic threefold is ratio
nally equivalent to zero. Gf course, the theory of the intennediate Jaeobian has been
used to show the stronger result that no positive multiple is algebraicly equivalent to
zero (Gri, 14.2]. The advantage of (0.7) is that it continues to give information when
n 2:: 4 in which ease the intermediate Jacobian for one cycles is zero.

When d .s; 2n - 3 allIines are known to be algebraicly equivalent [B-V] , so we find
rk(CH1(Xc)alg) > o. Thus (0.7) gives an example of a smooth projective variety
with CHm(XC)alg =1= 0 and no m-spanning Hodge substructure of positive width. This
statement can be anlplified by the following general result

Theorem 0.8. For a quasi-projective variety, Xc, CHm(X(Jalg is zero or bas Wlcount
able rank.

We deduce (0.7) fronl (0.5) by a degeneration argument. Observe that (0.5) deals
with Fano varieties while (0.7) deals with varieties of general type or having trivial
canonical bundle.

We have chosen to take the complex numbers as the base field in order to formulate
the results in the familiar language of Hodge structures. This choiee is primarily a
matter of convenience. Many arguments may be carried through with little change if C
is replaced by an arbitrary algebraically closed field of infinite transendence degree over
the prime field. We have included two relnarks, (1.13) and (2.13), for those who find
tbe eategory of varieties defined aver C tao restrictive. It is important to note that it
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would not be possible to extend our arguments to varieties defined over the algebraic
closure of the prime field. This is in the spirit of the following conjecture (of which we
state only a very special case).

Conjecture 0.9. (Beilinson and Bloch, [Be,5.6]) Suppose Xo. C PÖ+1 is a smooth

hypersurface defined over Q. H n > 3, then CH] (Xo.)hom ~ Q ~ O.

Note the striking contrast between (0.9) and (0.5) 01' (0.7).
Only after writing most of this paper did we become aware of work of James Lewis

[Le2] and [Le3]. There is considerable overlap between his results and the first two
sections of this paper. In particular Lewis proved in [Le2] aversion of (0.3) which shows
that CHm(XC)alg is "infinite dimensional" in the sense of Mwnford and Roitman. He
also treats (0.5) (first in a special case [Lel,§9] and then more generally [Le2,§3, Ex.I]
and [Le3,15.44]) aod (1.16) (cf. [Le2,§3, Ex. 4]). In spite of this overlap, we have
not significantly changed the presentation in the first two sections. The viewpoint and
techniques adopted here are to a large extent complementary to those of Lewis, and are
of independent interest. Also these same techniques playa role in the proof of (0.7).

In a few words the two proofs of (0.3) may be compared as follows: Lewis uses
the eycle, r E Zw+m(S X X), supplied by the generalized Hodge conjecture, to con
struct a mapping CHO(SC)alg -+ CHO(SC)alg which factors through CHm(XC)alg' The
Mumford-Roitman theory is used to show that the image of this map is infinite dimen
sional. The proo! of (0.3) in this paper is based on Bloeh's proof of non-representability
for CHo(XC)alg when Xc is a surface with h2 ,o f=. 0 [Bl,§l Appendix]. When the eyde
supplied by the generalized Hodge conjecture is substituted for the diagonal eycle in
Bloch's argument, (0.3) falls out after a few modifications. Uwe Jannsen [Ja], working
completely indepedently, has used a similar argument to establish

Theorem. Let Xc be a smooth projective variety. H CHm(XC)hom ® Q~ 0 for a11 m,
then the Q-Hodge structure EBj2:oHj(Xc)([- j /2]) has pure type (0,0) and is generated
by the fundamental c1asses oE algebraic cyc1es.

Reeently Madhav Nori has constructed smooth projeetive varieties Xc for which the
Abel-Jacobi map on CHm(XC)hom/CHm(XC)alg is not injective [No]. The search for
complementary results provided the stimulus for the present work. lt turns out that
the techniques of [No] can be used to create further examples of smooth projective
varieties with CHm(XC)alg f=. 0 and no m-spanning Hodge substructures of positive
width. These exalnples are quite different than those which arise from (0.7).

I wish to thank Madhav Nori for his inspiration, Bert van Geemen for suggesting
the picture of a cone in the Hodge diamond as an efficient means of formulating the
results, James Lewis for communicating insights arrising from his somewhat different
viewpoint on many of the topics discussed here, and Sheldon Katz for a number of
helpful discussions.

Notations.
H. (Xc) = the singular homology with coefficients in Q of the analytic spaee associ

ated to the complex variety Xc.
IXlm = IXldim(X)-m the set m-diluensional points of a pure dimensional scheme X.
Zm(X) = the free abelian group on points of dimension m on a scheme X which is

of finite type and separated over a field.
Zm(X)ra~ C Zm(X)alg C Zm(X) denote the subgroups of cycles rationally (repsec

tively algebraicly) equivalent to zero [F].
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CHm(X) = Zm(X)/Zm(X)rat.
CHm(X)alg = Zm(X)alg/Zm(X)rat.
e/(r) = the singular cohomology class of a eycle r.
CHm(XC)hom = I{er: CHm(Xc) -t H2m(Xc,Z), where Xc is a projeetive variety.

Contents.
1. A eonditional Mumford-Roitman theorem for higher dimensional cycles
2. Lines on hypersurfaces with l-spanning Hodge structures
3. Lines on hypersurfaces with l-excessive Hodge structures
4. A general result about CHm(XC)alg
5. l-cycles on cubic hypersurfaces

1. A conditional Mumford-Roitman Theorem for higher dimensional cycles.
Let X he a smooth, projective variety of dimension n over an algebraicly closed field

k.
Definition 1.1. Let m aod r be non-negative integers. We say that a subgroup M C
CHm(X)alg is supported in dimension m + r if there is a closed suhscheme, Z c X of
dimension m + r such that the iInage of M under the restrietion map,

(1.2)

18 zero.

Remark 1.3. Suppose that k = C. In this case, if the image of (1.2) ia torsion, then
it is in fact zero. This follows from (0.8) and (4.3) below. We will not use this fact.

Remark 1.4. CHm(X)alg is always a divisible group, since it is generated by the k
points of Jacobians. Thus if CHm(X)alg is supported in dimension m, it is finitely
generated and hence O. Ir C Hm (X)alg is supported in dimension m + 1 and if we
assume resolution of singularities, then CHm(X)alg may be identified with the quotient
of the group of k-points of an Abelian variety. To see this notice that eHm(X)alg is
contained in i.(CH1 (Z)) where i is the inclusion of a closed subscheme i : Z ~ X of
dimension m + 1. Let t7 : Z -t Z be a desingularization. Since the Neron-Severi group
is finitely generated, the maximal divisible subgroup of i.t7.(CH1(Z)) coincides with
i.u.(CH1(Z)alg). Thi8 is contained in CHm(X)alg and, since u. is surjective, it also
contains CHm(X)alg. But CH1(Z)alg is well known to be the k-points of the Abelian
variety PicO(Z).

We now recall the concept of weak representability, whose precise forrnulation is
based on the notion of a regular map to an Abelian variety. If S is a smooth variety
of dimension p and r E Zp+m(S X X), then the moving lemma [Roh] 01' the Fulton
MacPherson intersectioll theory [F] gives a weil defined map r. :S(k) ~ CHm(X):

r •(s) = prX • (r . (s x X)).

The dot here denotes intersection product in CH(S x X). Given a base point So E S(k)
we define ,es) = r.(s) - r.(so) and thus get a lnap, : S(k) -t CHm(X)alg. The maps
r. and, depend only on the rational equivalence class of r.
Definition 1.5. Let A/k be an Abelian variety and let p : CHm(X)alg ~ A(k) be
a group homomorphism. If for every (S, So, r) as above, the composition,p 0;, is a
morphism of algebraic varieties, then p is said to be a regular map.
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Definition 1.6. CHm(X)alg is said to be weakly representable if there is an Abelian
variety, Alk, and a regular map, p : CHm(X)alg -+ A(k), which is a group isomorphisw.

Remark 1.7. It is weH known that CH1(X)alg is representable by an Abelain variety
[Gr02]. In partieular it is weakly representable.

Lemma 1.8. HCHm(X)alg is not supported in dimension m +1, tben CHm(X)alg is
not weakly representable.

Proof. Suppose that CHm(X)alg is weakly representable. One shows easily that there
is a smooth, projective variety, S, whose dimension will be denoted by p, a hase point,
So E S(k), and a eyde, r E Zp+m(S x X), such that po, is surjective. We may
assume that all components of Irl map surjectively to S. There is a smooth, connected,
pointed curve, C, So eS, So, such that p 0 ,(C(k)) generates the group A(k). Write
r c E Zm+l (C X X) for a eyde which represents the pullback of rand set Z = prx. (rc).
Then the restrietion map,

jz :CHm(X)alg -+ CHm((X - Z)),

is cleaxly zero.

We shall use the following fact repeatedly:

Lemma 1.9. JE k C J( is an extension oE neIds and X is a variety defiiJed over k, tben
tbe pullback map CHm(Xk ) --t CHm(XK) has torsion kernel.

Proof. [BII, p.1.21]

The following proposition is a slight variant of Bloch's zero cycle argument [Bll,
p.l.19] .

Proposition 1.10. Let Sc be a smooth, complex projective variety of dimension p.
Let r E Zp+m(SC x Xc). Suppose given an integer w satisfying,

(1) r < wand
(2) Tbe image oE the lnap of Hodge structures r. : Hw(Sc) --t H w +2m (Xc)( -m)

bas Hodge widtll w.

Tben CHm(XC)alg is not supported in diInension m + r.

Proof. The hypotlleses imply that p 2: w. Let T be a smooth linear space section of
S of dimension w. The Lefsehetz hyperplane theorem implies that the natural map,
Hw(Tc) -+ Hw(Sc), is surjective. By replacing S by T and r by its restrietion to T x X
(whieh is weil defined if T is chosen generally) we are reduced to proving the proposition
in the case p = w.

We shail assUllle that an m + r-dimensional subseherne Z C X exists such that the
image of je. : CHm(XC)alg --t CHm((X - Z)c) is torsion and derive a contradiction.
Choose an algebraicly closed subfield k c C of finite transcendenee degree over Q such
that X, Z, S, and r can all be defined over k. Write 1] for the generic point of Sk

and r" E Zm(X'1) for the restrietion of r. Choose a point So E S(k) such that the
intersection '0 = r . (so x X) is defined. We may view '0 as an m-cycle on Xl;. If
Z does not already contain the support of ,0 we enlarge Z so that it does. Write
r o E Zm(X,,) for the restriction of prx1'o E Zp+m(S x X) to the generic fiber.
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Lemma 1.11. f o and f q E Zm(XIJ) are algebraic1y equivalent.

Proof. Write P23 : 5 x S x X ---+ S x X for the projection on the last two factors. Define
8,jo: S ---+ S x S by 8(s) = (s,s) respectively jo(s) = (s,so). Then

(ßs x X)· pr;3(f) ~ (8 x Idx ).f , (S x So x X)· pr;3(f) = (ja X Idx ). 0 prx('Yo).

Now 8 and ja map 1] to rational points of Sq = ." Xj;; 5, and the fibers of the family
pr23(f)l"x.sxlI:x over these rational points have been identified with f" and f o. The
lemma follows.

Choose an embedding of k·algebras, k(S) C C. Since the kernel of the pullback
map, CHm((X - Z)IJ) ---+ CHm((X - Z)c) is torsion (1.9), there is a positive integer
N such that Njz (f" - f o) = Nj-Z f n E CHm((X - Z),,) is zero. It follows from theq ~ .,

localization sequence,

lim'DE1SllCHw+m(VxX)mCHw+m(SxZ) -+ CHw+m(SxX) -+ CHm((X-Z),,) -+ 0,

that there is a divisor D C Sk and cycles, f 1 and f 2 of dimension w +m, supported on
D x Xl, respectively SJ,; X Zk, such that Nf ""rat f 1 +r 2 •

To provethe proposition we need only show r i • : FJHw(Sc) ---+ FO(Hw+2m(Xc)( -m))
is zero for i = 1,2. Although the cOluputations are essentially the same as in [Bl,p.1.23]
we repeat them here as we shall need a slight variant later. Begin with the case i = 1.
Fix ß E H~'-W(Sc), write er E HW,O(Sc) for the Poincare dual, and consider the COffi

mutative diagrarn,

DxX hIS X X

D S,

where .b is a desingularization of D. The projections of S x X (respectively fJ x X)
on the individual factors are denoted prs and prx (respectively Pi; and Px). There ia
1'1 E Zw+m(D X X) ® Q such that h. /1 = r 1 • Define

11.: HW(Dc) ---+ Hw +2m(Xc)(-m), 11.(r) =PX.([/l]npbr).

Compute

r1.(ß) = prx.([r1] nprsa) = prX.h.([/l] n h·prsO') = II.i·(a).

Since dirn. iJ < w the Hodge type of i·O' forces this expression to vanish.
To verify that r 2 • is also zero write Z for a desingularization of Z so that there ia a

commutative diagrarn,
SxZ 15xX

9

Pl1 Iprx

z x.
There is ,2 E Zw+m(S X Z) ® Q such that 9.(,2) = r 2. For ß and 0' as above compute

(1.12) r 2.ß = prx.([r2] n prsO') = prx.g.(/2 n g·prsO') = t. / 2.(0),

'Where the definition of 12. is analogous to the definition of 11- above. Since dim. Z =
m + r < W + ffi, H:~l2;;.w-m(Z)(-m) = 0, whence (1.12) must vanish. This completes
the proof of (1.10).
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Remark 1.13. The proof of (1.10) makes essential use of two properties of the complex
numbers. First, Cis large enough to contain the function field of the parameter space S.
Secondly, the cohomology has a natural filtration, the Hodge filtration, which contains
the coniveau filtration. Resolution of singularities is used only for convenience. Thus
the proof can be generalized to work over an arbitrary algebraicly closed field of infinite
transendence degree if the Hodge filtration is replaced by any filtration which contains
the coniveau filtration (cf. {Bll, Appendix to §ll). The proof does not work if the base
field is Q, which is consistent with the conjecture of Beilinson and Bloch {Be, 5.0, 5.2,
5.6].

For completeness we mention

Corollary 1.14. ({Rl], {BIl, Appendix to §1]) Suppose w ;::: 2 and HW,O(Xc) =F O.
Then C Ho(XC)alg is not weakly representable.

Proof. Take m = 0, S = X, r = ~,r = 1 in (1.10). Then CHo(XC)alg is not supported
in dimension 1. The result follows fron1 (1.8).

Now we prove (0.3) of the introduction.

Proposition 1.15. Let V c Hh(Xc) be a Hodge substructure of width w. There is
a non-negative integer m such that h = w + 2m. Suppose that the generalized Hodge
conjecture of Grothendieck holds. Then CHm(XC)alg is not supported in dimension
m + w - 1. Hw ~ 2, CHm(XC)alg is not weakly representable.

Proof. By the generalized Hodge conjecture and resolution of singularities there is a
smooth, projective C-scheme, Z, of pure dimension m + w and amorphism, f : Z ---+

X, with V C !.Hw+2m (Z) [St,§I]. Let S be a smooth linear space section of Z of
dimension w. By Poinca.re duality and the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem, Hw+2m (Z) ~
Hw(Z)(m) ~ Hw(S)(m). By the Hodge conjecture applied to S x Z there is r' E
Zw+m(S x Z) such that r~(Hw(S)(m)) = Hw +2m (Z). Composing r' with f gives
r E Zw+m(S X X) with Ver .(Hw(S)(m)). Now (1.10) and (1.8) apply.

Corollary 1.16. Let Xc be a slnooth projective variety of dimension n. Suppose
H;;W,O(Xc) =1= 0 for some w ~ 2. Tben CHO(XC)alg is not weakly representable, and if
the ordinary Hodge conjeeture for X x X is true, neither is CHm(XC)alg for 0 ~ m ~

n-w.

Proof. The first assertion is (1.14). The Hodge conjecture asserts the existence of r' E
zn-m(x X X) such that

Hw(Xc) ---+ H w+2m (XC)( -m), ß ---+ pr2.((ß X {Xl) n eier'))
is an isomorphism. Let Sc c Xc be a general linear space section of dimension w with
respect to a projective embedding of Xc. Apply (1.10) with r the restrietion of r' to
SxX.

Corollary 1.17. Let Xc be an Abelian variety ol dimension n. Then CHm(XC)alg is
not weakly represelltable for 0 ~ m ~ n - 2.

Proof. Let S, LeX denote linear space sections of dimensions 2 and m with respect
to some embedding of X in projective space. Assume that S is non-singular. Write
reS x X for the subvariety obtail1ed by translating L by the points of S. The
map r. : H 2(S) ---+ H2+2m (X)( -m) may be written in tenns of Pontrjagin product:
r(ß) = i.(ß) * [L], where i. : H2 (S) ---+ H 2 (X) is the standard inclusion. This map is
injective. The corollary now follows froln (1.10).
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2. Lines on hypersurfaces with l-spanning Badge structures.

Definition 2.1. Let n/2 > 1. A hypersurface X C f'c+1 is said to be ordinary for linea,
if tbe Hilbert scheme of lines on X, denoted S, is smooth of pure dimension 2n - d - 1.

Write Pd C IP'HO(IP'n+l, O(d» for the parameter space of smootb hypersurfaces of
degree d.

Proposition 2.2. ([B-V]) Tbe slDootb bypersurfaces whicb are ordinary for liDes fOnD
a non-empty Zariski open subset Ud C Pd.
Remark 2,9. U3 = F3 • This follows from the determination of the possible normal
bundles for lines. The proof is by induction on the dimension of the hypersurface [A
K,l.lO].

Remark 2.4. The Fermat hypersurface of dimension n and degree n + 1 is not ordinary
for lines. In fact there are n + 1 hyperplane seetions which are cones with a common
vertex over Fermat varieties of dimension n - 2. Thus Ud = Pd does not hold when
d = n + 1 > 3.

Theorem 2.5. Write L C S x X for tbe universal family of lines. H X is ordinary for
lines, then tbe map,

ß~ prs.(cl(.C) . prxß),

is not zero.

Praof. The reader is referred to [CI1] and [Shi] for sketches of an argument. A different
approach is treated in detail in [Le3, §13]

Remark 2.6. (2.5) is equivalent to the dual map on homology 'c. : H~=;,o(S)(I) ~

H~-n.-l(X) not being zero.

Remark 2.7. Recall that the monodromy representation on the primitive cohomology
is irreducible. Thus, if X is chosen to be sufficiently general, the Hodge structure
H;rim(X) is irreducible. In this CaBe (2.5) implies that L· : H;rim(X) ~ Hn-2(S) is
injective.

The main purpose of this section is to prove the following result of which (0.5) is an
obvious corollary (cf. [Le3, 15.44]).

Theorem 2.8. Let ~ > 1 and ~+1 ::; d < n+2. H Xc C IrC+1 is a smootb bypersurface
of degree d, tben eH 1 (XC)alg is not supported in dimension n - 2.

Proof. Suppose first of all that the Hilbert scheme of lines on Xc is smooth of dimension
2n - d - 1. By (2.2) this is the case on a non·empty, Zariski open subset in the moduli
of degree d hypersurfaces. Apply (1.10) and (2.6) with S the Hilbert scheme of lines
on X, reS x X the universal family of lines, and w = n - 2. This gives the desired
result. In fact it shows

Corollary 2.9. Suppose Xc in tlle statement of (2.8) is regular for lines. Tben tbe
subgroup oE eH) (XC)alg Wllieb is generated by differences oE two lines is not supported
in dimension n - 2.

The CaBe where X is not ordinary for lines is dealt with be means of a broadly
applicable lemma This says that, if certain natural conditions are imposed, then the
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generalized Hodge conjecture is true for a special fiber in a family, if it is true for
the general fiber. This result is best stated in the following context: Let U c C
be a non-empty, Zariski open subset of a smooth, connected curve over the field of
complex numbers. Let 7rx : X --+ C (respectively trs : S --+ U) be a smooth, projective
morphism with connected fibers of relative dimension n (respectively p). Let r E
Zp+m+l (S X C X) be a linear combination of subvarieties each oI which is :Bat over C.
Let V C Rw+2m7rX",Q be a subvariation of Hodge structure of width w. Now r gives
rise to r· E Horn (Vlu, RWtrs.Q(-m)) as follows: By the Leray spectral sequence for
the map p : S Xc X --+ C and the !(ünneth decomposition, the cohomology dass of r
gives rise to a dass

Write tr : R2 n trX .Q(n) ~ Q for the orientation isomorphisrn and define

(2.10) by r"'(ß) = (tr ® 1)({r} . (ß ® 1)).

Finally let c E C - U. Write X = trx1(c) and V = Vc' Now the lemma we need is

Lemma 2.11. Suppose tbat r'" is injective. Tben there is a smooth projective scheme,
S, oE dimension p, and a cyc1e , E Zp+m(S x X) such tbat ,. : V --+ HW(S)( -m) is
injective.

Prior to proving (2.11) we take a Inoment to discuss its significance and its application
to (2.8). The hypothesis that r· is injective is a strong version of the generalized
Hodge conjecture far the stalks Vu , u E U. Indeed, Vu has width wand, exactly as the
generalized Hodge conjecture predicts, there is an algebraic correspondence r~ which
maps Vu injectively to the degree w cohamology of a smooth projective variety. We have
made the minor additional assumption that all of these corrsepondences fit together in
a family over U. With this hypothesis the lemma says that even for points c E C - U
the generalized Hodge cOlljecture is true for Vc . Thus (2.11) is a device for establishing
the generalized Hodge conjecture at a special point in a family, if it is known to hold at
the general point.

In order to apply this to (2.8), fix c E Pd - Ud. Take for C a general curve in
Pd through c. Let U = C n Ud and let X be the pullback of the universal family
of degree d hypersUlfaces to C. S is the relative Hilbert scheme for lines on X Iu,
V = (RntrX.Q)prim, and r is the pullback of the universal family of lines. Since C is
general, there is a point 'lL E U where the lnap on stalks

is injective (2.7). Since V is locally COllstant and U is connected, r· is injective. The
lemma now gives us a smooth projective scheme S of dimension n - 2 and an algebraie
eyde 1 with the property that ,. : Hn - 2(S) --+ Hn(X)prim( -1) is surjective. This is
precisely what we need to apply (1.10). Now (2.8) follows even when X is not ordinary
for lines.

PrODf 0f 2.11. The senu-stable reduction theorem says that by replacing C by a finite
branched cover, we may assume that rrs extends to a projective morphism, 1i's : 8 --+ C,
where S is a non-singular variety, 81u ~ S, and 1rS1(c) is a reduced normal cross
ing divisor [I(e,§II]. Taking the dosures of the components of r leads to a eyde r E
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Zp+m+l(S Xc X) whose restrietion to S Xc X is r. The class of r in the cohomology
of the non-singular variety S xc X gives rise to

via the Leray spectral sequence and the !(uenneth decomposition. As in (2.9) {r}
defines a homomorphism

This map is injective since V is a locally constant sheaf and r·1 u = r· ia injective.
Write v : S --. 1rs )(c) for the normalization and i : 1rs )(e) X X --. S xc X for the
inclusion. Then i· : H2n-2m(s Xc X)(n - m) --. H2n-2m(1rs)(c) X X)(n - m) is a
morphism of mixed Hodge structures. Thus ~ := i·(el(r)) has Hodge type (0,0) and
gives a morphism of mixed Hodge struetures

~·(ß) = (tr ~ l)(e . (ß ~ 1)).

Now e· is injective since it is the restriction of r· to the stalk at c. The composition
with the normalizatiol1,

is also injective by a stal1dard weight argument [De,8.2.7] . Let, = (i 0 (v xl)t r E
CHp+m(S x X) denote the pullback of r, in the sense of intersection theory. Then

v· 0 e*(ß) = v·(tr ~ l)(e . (ß ® 1)) = (tr ® l)(v·(~) . (ß 01))

= (tr 0 1)(, . (ß 0 1)) = 'Y. (ß)·

The lemma follows.

Remark 2.12. ([Le3, 15.??]) At the referee's request we mention an alternative proof of
(2.8). Suppose that Xc is a smooth, projective variety of dimension n 2: 2 for whieh
C HO(XC)alg is supported in dilnension n - 1. Then Lewis shows that there exists a
smooth projective variety S of dimension p and a cycle r E Zp+l (S X X) such that
r. :H n - 2 (Sc) -+ Hn(Xc) is surjective. Now the hypotheses are satisfied when Xc is
as in (2.8). Indeed CHO(XC)alg = 0 [R3,§4]. Thus (1.10) implies (2.8). Unfortunately
this approach does not yield the infornlation about lines which is needed in the proofs
of (2.9), (3.1), and (3.18).

Remark 2.13. (Positive characteristic.) Theorem (2.8) is not quite true if C is replaced
by an algebraically closed field k of infinite transcendence degree over the prime field,
IFp,p > O. The point is that in positive characteristic it ean occassionally happen that
there is a subscheme Z c X of dimension less than n - 1 such that the induced map
Hn ( Z, Q,) ~ Hn (X, Q.,) is surjective. When this occurs one might hope that l-cyc1es
are supported in dilnesnion n - 2. However this is frequently difficult to verify in
practice. In the following example we can overcome these difficulties. Presumably the
result illustrates what to expect in general in positive characterisitic.
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Proposition 2.14. Let k be an algebraieally c10sed field oE infinite transcendence de
gree over the prime neld in c11aracteristie p > 3. Suppose given for i E {I, 2} two smooth
plane cubics,

Ei c pi : !i(XO, x], X2) = 0.

Define a (non-singular) eubie jlypersurfaee X C II1 by

Tben GHI(X'.)alg is not supported in dimension 2 unless both EI and E2 are supersin
gular. H trus is the ease, tben CHI (X'.)alg = 0.

Before proving the proposition, we recall that for each prime p, the set of isomorphism
classes of supersingular elliptic curves defined over Tc is non-empty and finite. In fact it
contains approximately f2 elenlents [Ha,IV.4.23].

Proof. The geometrie set up is taken frolD [Sh-!(,§l] (especially Remark 1.10) to whieh
we refer for details. Let Yi c PI denote the smooth cubic surface defined by

Consider the inclusions

Ei --+ Yi , (XO,Xl,X2) --+ (XO,X],X2,O)

E) --+ X, (XO,Xl,X2) --+ (XO,X],X2,0,0,0) E2 --+ X, (XO,XI,X2) --+ (O,O,0,XO,XI,X2).

Write Y (respectively X) for the blow up of Y1 x Y2 (respectively X) along E) X

E2 (respectively E) II E 2 ). Multiplying the coordinate Xa by roots of unity, gives an
operation of J-l3 on Yi. The fixed locus of the eorresponding diagonal action on YI X

Y2 is EI X E2 . There is an induced action on Y and the quotient is isomorphie to
X. The exceptional fiber EI x E 2 X Ir) C Y maps to both E) x E2 and X. The
resulting correspondence r E Z3(EI X E2 X X) gives a map r .. : H 2 (EI X E 2 , Q,( -1)) --+

H4 (X, Q,( -2)). Use the subscript t to denote that part of the homology whieh is
othogonal under the intersection pairing to the classes of algebraic cycles. If at least
one of the Ei'S is not supersingular, then H2(E) x E2,Q,(-1)), =1= O. Furthermore, r. :
H 2(EI X E2 , Q,(-l))t --+ H4 (X, Q,( -2)), is well defined and injective [Sh-K, Proposition
2.4]. Thus there is no surface Z c X such that the image of H4 (Z, Q,( -2)) eontains
r .H2 (E) X E2 , Q,( -1)). Now the argument used to prove (1.10) shows that CHI(XIJa'g
is not supported in dimension two.

Suppose now that both EI and E2 are supersingular. Then the regular map GHo(E) x
E 2 )a'g --+ AlbEt xE2 (k) is an isolnorphism [BI3, A.I0,A.11(i)] and [Shio, Theorem 1.1].
Consider the diagrarn

where the last map is the indusion of the exceptional divisor in X. We claim that
CH1(Y) is the direct surn of the divisible group J-l. 0 r.(GH1((EI 11 E 2 ) X p2)alg) with
a finitely generated group. This would certainly suffice to prove the propostion since
r.(GH1((E) II E2) X p2)a,g) maps to zero in GH1(X) while CHIef) maps surjeetively
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to CHI(X). Thus CHI (X) would be finitely generated, whieh implies that the divisible
group CHl(X)alg is zero.

To eheck the claim we use the exact sequence for a blow up [Fu, 6.7e]

First note that CHl(YI x Y2) is finitely generated. In fact, Yi is the blow up of IP'2 at six
points. So subvarieties isomorphie to fll x Y2 and YI x IP'I can be removed from Yl x Y2

in such a way that oue is left with an open subset of p2 x p2. The exact sequence
allows us to ideutify the luaximal divisible subgroup of CHI (Y) with the image of
i. 0 p. : CHo(EI x E2 )alg ~ CHIef). This map is injective, since p. 0 i· is a left
inverse. Using elemelltary facts about the cohomology of blow-ups we deduee easily
that

p.i*Jl*r.: H 3 ((E l IIE2 ) x p2,Q,) -+ HI(E l x E2 ,!Q,)

is an isomorphism. Thus the morphism of Abelian varieties

p.i*Jl*r. : CH1((EI II E2 ) x p2)alg -+ CHo(E l x E2 )alg

is an isogeny. We may thus identify Jl. 0 r*(CHl((El II E 2 ) X f'2)alg with the maximal
divisible subgroup of CHI (f). The claim follows.

3. Lines on hypersurfaces with 1-excessive Hodge structures.
For any positive integer d define Pd = IPHO(IFQ+I

, Opn+l(d)). Let:F C Pd X IPQ+I

be the universal families of hypersulfaces of degree d. Let :FIQ(P
d

) denote the generic
fiber of F / Pd and let :Flc deuote the complex variety obtained by base changing with
respect to an embedcling Q(Pd) C C. The purpose of this section is to prove

Theorem 3.1. Suppose n/2 > 1 and n + 2 ~ d ~ 2n - 1. Tben there exist two lines
on Flc whose difference has infinite order in CHI(:F!C)hom.

The idea of the proof of (3.1), aud hence of (0.7), cau be described very crudely as

follows: Take a family of hypersurfaces of degree d, which is parametrized by a smooth,
but not necessarily cOluplete curve. We specify that d is in the range n +2 ~ d ::; 2n - l.
(Indeed if d 2: 2n, the general hypersurface contains no lines.) Now suppose that a
special fiber is the union of two sluooth hypersurfaces, oue of which we call G. The
degree of G will be assumed to lie in the range of applicability of Theorem 2.8; that is
~ + 1 ~ da < n +2. We wish to find two lines on the general fiber which specialize to
two lines on G. Having done this, we would next like to use (2.9) to show that the two
lines on G are not rationally equivalent. The final step would be to deduce from this,
that the original two lines on the general fiber are not rationally equivalent.

To transform this rough idea into a rigorous argument, we will produce a finitely
generated field K, a smooth, geometrically irredueible curve C/ K, and a map r :

Spec K(C) ~ Pd Q satisfying the following

List of Properties 3.2.

(1) The image ofr is SpecQ(Pd ).

(2) The pullback of tbe universal farnily, r·:F, cau be spread out to a regular model
p : F ~ CK, where p is projective and Bat.

(3) There is a I{-rational point c E eCK) such tbat p-l(c) = G u iI is anormal
crossing divisor with G non-singular.
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(4) There are ruled surfaces Pi : Li --Jo CK and embeddings ofCK-scbemes <Pi : Li --Jo

F.
(5) Tbe intersection, 'Pi(Ld· G = Li, is a line for i E {1,2}.
(6) Write G' = G - G n H. Tllen (LI - L 2 )la' E CH1(G') has infinite order.

Assuming the set up (3.2) we now prove (3.1). This is not difficult. Let F' = F - GnfI .
Consider the exact sequence

EB, EI C I0 CH2(p-1 ( t) n F')

.. 1I G,

---+10.

CH](C')

Observe that p-l(t) n G' = 0 for t =I c and that the normal bundle, NO'/FI is trivial.
Thus

i(;1 ci,. = 0 (c =I t) and iOI oic.(Z) = iOI oiol.(Zlal ) = Cl (NGI /F' )·ZIG' = 0

[F, Proposition 2.6(c)]. It follows that iOI induces a specialization homomorphism

sp: CH](T*:F) --Jo CH](G').

By (6) sp((L] -L2)IK(c») = LI -L2 E CH1(G') has infinite order. Given an embedding
Q(Pd) --Jo C, there is a factorization Q(Pd) --Jo K(C) --Jo C. By (1.9) (LI - L2)lc E
CHI (T·(:F)lc) has infinite order as desired.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the explicit construction of the field K
and the varieties C, C, fI, F, ... of (3.2). This requires considerable care. We proceed
in several rather lengthy steps.

Step 1. For!( we take the function field, Q(Q), of the variety, Q, which parametrizes
5-tuples (H, C, el, e2 , F) where: H, C, F are hypersurfaces of degrees dH , da, and dj f i

and f 2 are disjoint lines on G meeting H transversely, and H n f i c F n fi for i E {1,2}.
Here the degrees satisfy n + 2 ::; d ::; 2n - 1, d = da +dH , and n 2: da > dH • We also
introduce the notations 9 C PdG X pQ+1 and rt c Pdn X p(j+1 for the universal families
of hypersurfaces of degrees dG and dH . For the definition of K to make sense we roust
of course check

Lemma 3.3. Q is irreducible.

Proof. (cf. [!(a, §3 Lemma]) We apply the familiar irreducibility criterion that a finite
type scheme over a field, V, is irreducible if the there is a morprnsm, f : V --Jo W,
with irreducible image and all fibers irreducible of the same dimension [Shaf, 1.6 Thm
8]. Write 9 C Gr(1F1 , pn+l)2 for the open subset parametrizing pairs of non-incident
lines. Now Q C Pdu X PdG X 9 X Pd projects surjectively to the factor g. This one sees
by considering the natural action of Aut(lFn + l ) on Q and the corresponding action on
gwhich is transitive. It also follows that the fiber over a pair of lines (lI, l2), call it
Q (lt ,l2)' has dimension independent of the choice of pair. Again by the transitivity of the
Aut(JFn+]) action, the linear spaces in Pda which are the images of the various Q(ltl l 2)

under the projection have the SaIne dilnension. Each fiber of this projection, Q(lt,l2,Gb

dominates PdH • A fiber of this last lnap, Q (Lt ,l2 ,G, H), is a linear subspace of Pd of
codimension 2dH . Illdeed we are dealing with the space of degree d hypersurfaces which
contains a set 3 of 2dH < d distinct points. Such points always impose independent
conditions on degree d hypersurfaces, since the evaluation map, HO(pn+l, Opn+t(d)) --Jo

HO(fm+I, VA (d)), is c1eaI"ly surjective.
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Lemma 3.4. The projection oE Q to Pd is dominant.

Proof. To prove (3.4) we nlay assume that the base field is algebraic1y closed. Fix a
reduced hypersurlace Fo of degree d and two disjoint lines II and l2 which meet Fo
transversely. There is a degree dc hypersurface, Go, containing II and l2' Now choose
a hypersurface of degree dH, Ho, which meets both II and f 2 transversely at points
contained in Fo n (f l U l2)' For instance, take for Ho a union of dH hyperplanes. Now
(Ho,Go,l},l2,Fo) is a point of Q which maps to Fo E Pd.

Step 2. We turn now towards the construction of p : F --+ CK. Write I}, 12 for the pair
of universallines on g. The generic fibers of the pullbacks of 1i, g,:F, I}, 12 with respect
to the projections of Q to PdH , Pda , Pd, g are denoted

(3.5) HK ,GK ,FK,L I ,L2 ·

The starting point in the construction of p : F --+ CK is the pencil of degree d hyper
surfaces in IPn+1

K

(3.6) tF+GH=O.

Here and subsequently we use the same letter to denote a hypersurface in (3.5) and a
homogeneous polynolnial which defines it.

Lemma 3.7.

(1 ) HK and G K meet transverse1y.
(2) FK meets Hl(, Gl(, and HK n GK transversely.

Proof. Describe a point in Q(Q) by fixing two disjoint lines, II and 12, a smooth hyper
surface Go containing them, and hypersurfaces Ho and Fo to be described presently. By
Bertini, we may choose a non-singular Ho to meet Go and the two lines transversely. It
is possible to choose hyperplanes Tl, ... , T 2dH such that the intersection of Tl + ... +TdH

with II coincides with.Ho nil. Silnilarly TdH+I + ... +T2dH n l2 coincides with Ho n f 2 •

We may arrange that each Ti meets Ho, Go, and BonGo transversely. The base locus of
the linear system HO((Ho nGO),I(tlut:z)nHo(d)) is exactly (lI Uf2 )nHo, since adding an
arbitrary hypersurface section of degree d - 2dH > 0 to Tl +... +T2dH gives an element
of this linear system. As an element, which is non-singular on the base locus has been
exhibited, the general member is non-singular everywhere by the characteristic 0 Bertini
Theorem [Ha, 10.9.2]. We apply this argument also to the corresponding linear systems
on Ho and Go. This allows us to select a non-singular, degree d hypersurface Fo with
the desired transversality propel'ties. Now that we know that there are closed points
on the irreducible variety Q for which the corresponding varieties, Ho, Go, Fo etc., meet
transversely the corresponding statement at the generic point follows.

Step 3. The next step is to blow up the base locus in the pencil (3.6). The homogeneouB
ideal, I = (F, GH), defines an n - 1 dimensional scheme consisting of two smooth
components which meet transversely along the variety, W, defined by the ideal (F, G, H).
Blowing up IPn+1 along (F, GH) gives a variety, B/pn+l, which is non-singular outside
a codimension two family of Al singulm'ities parametrized by W. In fact locally at any
point of W we may extend F, G, H to a system of loeal parameters, F, G, H, X4, ... , Xn+l'
Loeally in the etale topology the blow up is obtained by gluing the spectra of the rings

J([F,G,H, U,x4, ... ,xn+d/GHU - F and [([F, G, H, V, x4, ... , xn+l]/GH - FV.
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The striet transform of H (respeetively G) is defined in the seeond chart by (H, V)
(respeetively (G, V)). This subvariety is isomorphie to H (respeetively G) sinee the
ideal sheaf associated to (F, GH) restriets to an invertible ideal sheaf on H (respee
tively G). Blowing up the striet transform of H in B/pn+l yields a non-singular
variety, p7<+I, with a natural morphism D : pn+l -. pn+l. The striet transform of
G remains unehanged in this seeond blow up sinee (H, V) defines a principal ideal
in K[F, G, H, V,X4, ... ,Xn+l]/(G, V). The funetion -GH/F induees amorphism, f :
pK+1

---+ P"k. The fiber, /-1(0), eonsists of two eomponents, denoted iI and G. The
former is isomorphie to H blown up along W and the latter to the original hypersur
faee G. The interseetion of these two eomponents sits in G as G n H. Now the Hnes
LI, L 2 C GK defined in (3.5) may be viewed as living in /-1 (0).

Step 4. We now apply the defonnation theory of Katz [Ka] to deform the lines LI and
L 2 off the fiber /-1 (0). This is the first step in the eonstruetion of the ruled surfaces
L.i of (3.2)(4).

Lemma 3.8. Let L be a line on G. Suppose tbat

(1) H 1(L,N'L/G) ~ 0,
(2) L meets H transversely,
(3) L n HeL n F,

then L deforms to first order jn the peneil (3.6).

Proof. For the reader's convenience we recall brieft.y the argument from [Ka,§l] and
[CI2,1.24]. The line L is the image of a map c;o : pI -. pn+1 given by an (n + 2)-tuple
of linear forms in two variables, ao = (ng : ... : Q'~+1)' The problem is to solve

(3.9)

for ä 1 when t 2 = O. Define a map

By the chain rule solving (3.9) reduces to solving

(3.10)

Hypotheses 2 and 3 imply -F 0 ifJ / H 0 ifJ E HO(Pl, VIPl (dG )). To salve (3.10) and
prove the lemma it remains only to check

Lemma 3.11. <I>G is surjective if alld only jf H 1(L,NL / G ) ~ O.

Proof. Consider the standard exaet sequence
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and the commutative diagram

0 0

1 1
0 I SPI (äO)*SG N L / G

11 1 1
0 I Spt (äO)*Spn+l ra

NLtpn+tI

r21 r·l
(äO)*N'Gtpn+t N'G/pn+lIL

1 1
0 0

---+10

---+10

---+10

Now epG = HO(rz) 0 HO(rI)' Since HO(rI) aod HO(r3) are surjective, epG will be Slir

jective if and onIy if HO (r4) is. Since H I(NL /ft"+t) ~ 0, this is true if and onIy if
H I (N'L/G) ~ O.

Remark 3.12. The Iines LI and Lz of (3.5) satisfy the hypotheses of (3.8). Indeed
H I (L,.NL / G ) ~ 0 <=> hO(L, NL/ G ) = 2n - dG -1 <=> the Hilbert scheme of GK is smooth
at [L]. By (2.2) the Hilbert scheme of lines of GK is smooth.

Write ~ : HO (PI, CJpt (d)) ~ Opt (d) 0 CJLnH for the evaluation map.

Proposition 3.13. Suppose LeG satisfies the hypotbeses of (3.8). De:fi.ne ep F and
<I> H analogously to <I> G. Suppose that

is surjective. Then there exists a formal power series, ä( t) = L:i>a äit i , whose coeffi
eients are n +2·tuples of linear forms in two variables such that -

(tF + GH)(ä(t)) =O.

Proof. [I(a) §3].

Lemma 3.14. The hypotheses of (3.13) are satisfied for the lines LI and Lz of (3.5).

Proof. Consider the specialline, La : xz = ... = xn+I = 0) and the special hypersurfaces

and

The definition of Go is Iegitimate since we continue to assurne n ~ dG > dH . Both
hypersurfaces contain La and are smooth in a neighborhood of La. Now

iF. ( ) '" i-I d-i"i!Fo O'o,···,O'n+I = L...J O'j+IXO Xl •

I '5i5:n
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Clearly the image of <I> a 0 is all of HO (PI, Opt (da) ). Write ei (respectively fd for the
element of EBO:$;i:$n+I HO (Ip l

, OPI (1)) which is Xo (respectively Xl) in the ith place and
zero elsewhere. For 2 :s i :::; da, ei+1 - fi EKel' (~ao) and

(3.15)

are da - 1 '2: dH linearly independent elements of HO(PI, Opl(d)). Oue can choose
dH points on La such that the evaluation map, ~, restricted to the span of (3.15) is
surjective. Now choose a degree dH hypersurface Ho c IPn+1 which cuts out this set of
points on La. Since La C Fa,

This verifies that the hypothesis of (3.13) holds for a special choice of lines and hyper
surfaces. Thus it certainly holds for the generallines LI and L 2 and the the general
hypersurface GK, HK, FK and the lemma follows.

Step 5. Having now shown that the lines deforrn formally in the pencil (3.6), we turn
to constructing algebraic families of lines. Define open subschemes,

H om(IPI , IPn+l)o C H om(pI,pn+I), H om(IPI , pn+I)o C Hom(pI, pn+I),

by requiring that the ilnage of IPI not be contained in F n GH (respectively in b- I(F n
GH)). Then H om(pl, fm+l)o ~ H om(IPI , pn+l)o. Define

3 = {er E Hom(IPI,pn+l)o: (boa)*Opn+l(1) ~ Opl(1),(foä)*Opl(1) ~ OIPt}.

Let iäO E 3(K) correspond to the line Li E f- I (0) of (3.5). Hy (3.13) i~ is the
constant term in apower series iä(t) satisfying

t = -GH(iä(t))/F(iä(t)).

This power series Iuay be viewed as a nlorphism over pI, Ki Spec OPI ,0 ~ 3. By
[Ar,2.5] there is an etale neighborhood (Ci, Ci) of (Ip l

, 0) and a morphism Ki : (Ci, Ci) -+

(3, iäO) of schemes over pI. Let C denote the connected component of a smooth
projective model of the fiber product Cl Xpt C2 with the property that there is c E C
which maps to (Cl, C2)' The map Ki gives rise to a ruled surface Li C pn+I Xpl C. Sinee
C is etale over pI in a neighborhood of C, we may identify the fiber Lilc with Li. Since
C is smooth and has a j(-rational point, it is geometrieally irreducible. By removing
the ramification locus of C/IP1 one obtains an open neighborhood, C Ce, of c such
that F := fm+ I X pt C is non-singular.

Lemma 3.16. p: F --t CK satisnes (4.2)(1).

Proof. The tautological composition CK --t P"k -+ Q x Pb is dominant. The peneil
tF+GH = 0 in IPj(+l corresponds to a flat family of degree d hypersurfaces in U X pQ+I ,
where U C Q x Pb is a non-empty Zariski open subset which contains the generie point
1]00 of Q x 00. This flat family is obtained from the universal family over Pd Q by pulling
baek with respect to amorphism, T' : U -+ Pd Q. The restriction of T' to 1]00 gives rise
to the hypersurface FI(. By (3.4), T/(1]oo) = Spec Q(Pd). It follows that T' sends the
generic point of U to SpecQ(Pd)' Now (3.2)(1) is immediate.
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Step 6. We have now arranged that conditions (1 )-(5) of (3.2) are fulfilled. To show
that (3.2)(6) also holds we use an argument similar to the proof of (1.10). Let S
denote the relative Hilbert scheme for lines in the fibers of 9/ PdGQ. This is a projective
bundle over Gr(IFI

, pn+l), which as a set is the incidence correspondence {(G, l) E
PdG XGr(IFI , IFn+l) : leG}. Let K I = Q(PdH XS) and write GKI for the generic fiber
of PH x S X Pdo g. The universal family of lines in 8 x Pdo 9 pulls back to give a line
L I K 1 C GK I • Write Spec /(2 for the generic point of SIK1 := Spec K I XPdo 8. There are
two naturallines LI aod L2 on G](2' The first comes from L IKI C GK1 by ba.se change
and the second by restricting the univeral family of lines 11 C 81KI X PdG 9 to the generic
fiber. By construction, Q C PdH X S X PJ.Q S X Pd. The projection Q --+ PdH X S X P~o S
sends the generic point Spec K to Spec [(2. Base changing G K 2 , LI, L 2 by this map
gives the lines (3.5) on GK. Since H and hence G' are defined aver K 2 , (3.2)(6) will
fallow from (1.9) and

Claim 9.17. N(L I - L 2 ) =I 0 in CHI (G K2 ) for any positive integer N.

Fix an embedding of 8!K1 in a projective space over K I . Let K 3 be the field of
definition of a generic linear space sectian of 81K1 of dimension n - 2. Denote this linear
space seetion by TKa• Let L 2 C TKa X GKs be the restrietion of the universal family of
lines on SIKs x GKa' Let K 4 = /(3(T). Since K 2 C K 4 (3.16) follows from (1.9) and

Lemma 3.18. For any positive iuteger N, N(L I - L2 ) # 0 in CHI(G'g,J.

Proof. As in the proof of (1.10), if N(L I - L2 ) = 0 in CHI(G'g.), then NL2 ""rat

r l +r2 +r3 , where each ri E Zn-I (TKa X GKa) and r 1 is supported on D Ka X G Ka with
D eTa divisor, r 2 ia supported on TKa XLI K a , and r3 is supported on TKa X(GnH)K3 '

By (2.6) and the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem

is not zero for auy N =I O. The proof of (1.10) shows however that r 1• and r 2• annihilate
FO Hn- 2(Tc). To show that r 3 • also annihilates FO Hn- 2(Tc), consider the commutative
diagram

T x (G n H)

prOnH1
---+1 T x G

9

GnH G

With Q' E Hn-2,O(Tc), ß E H~~;2(Tc), and 13 E Zn-l (T x (G n H») ® Q essentially a.s
in (1.12),

r 3.ß = pro.([r3] n prra) = pra.g.([/3] n g·prra) = l.pranH.([/3] n g·prra ).

Since GnH is a non-singular complete intersection of dimension n -1 > 1 in projective
space, FO(Hn(G n H)( -1)) is zero. But pranH.(/3 n g·prra) E FO(Hn(G n H)( -1»).
Thus r 3 • = O.

This contradiction proves (3.18). It follows that (3.2)(6) holds and thus the proof of
(3.1) is complete.

Remark 9.19. If n 2: 3 and Xc C IFc+1 is a geometrie generie hypersurfaee of very high
degree, then CHI (XC)alg remains lnysterious. See [G-H] for further diseussion.
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4. A general result about GHm(XC)alg.

Theorem 4.1. Let Xc C Xc be a non·empty open subset oE a eomplex projeetive
variety. The group CHm(Xc)alg is isomorphie to 0 or bas uneountable rank.

The first step in the praof is

Lemma 4.2. GHm(Xc)ton is a eountable group.

Proof. The inclusion X' C X is defined over a cowltable, algebraicly closed subfield
k C C. The Hilbert scheme of X k has countably many components, each with countably
many k-rational points. Thus the graup of m-cycles, Zm(Xk ), is countable. Certainly
Zm(X1J and CHm(X~)tor& must also be countable. According to [L], base change,
Xc -+ X~ induces an isomorphism CHm(X1Jtor& -+ GHm(XC)tor&.

Lemma 4.3. Tbe restrietion map r : CHm(XC)alg -+ GHm(Xc)alg js surjectjve.

Before proving the lemma we introduce some notation. Let T be a variety and let C
be a smooth projective variety. Let W c e x T be a closed subscheme, Hat over C of
relative dimension m. Write Pe : W -+ e alld Pr : W -+ T for the projections restricted
to W. For each closed point c E leiD denote by [Wc] E Zm(T) the cycle PT.(pc(c)),
The image of [Wcl in CHm (T) will be denoted (Wc )'

Proof of 4-9. CHm(XeJalg is generated by classes (W~J - (W~2)' where W' C C x X'
is a subvariety of dilnension m + 1, Bat over a smooth projective irreducible curve, C.
The closure W of W' in C x X, taken with its reduced scheme structure is Bat over C.
Now r({WC1 ) - (WC2 )) = (W~J - (W~2)'

For V E CHm(XC)alg/ !{err define

Lemma 4.4. R y is a countable union oE closed sets.

We assume (4.4) for the moment and deduce (4.1). H CHm(X(Jalg i= 0, then there
exists a smooth projective curve e and subvariety W C C x X, Hat Qver C of relative
dimension m, with Ra =f:. IC x eiD. By (4.4) Ro is a countable union of proper closed
subsets of jC x Glo. Also when V f 0, Rv f je x C]O, because it does not meet the
diagonal. By (4.4) Ry is a countable union of proper closed subsets of IG x clo. Now

lG x Glo = Uj Rv, where I = {V E GHm(XC)algl Kerr : Rv i- 0}

As le x Glo is not the union of countably many proper closed subsets by Baire's theorem
[Na, Appendix], I is uncountable. By (4.2) the quotient of GHm(XeJalg by its torsion
subgroup is uncountable. Thus CHm(Xc)alg has uncountable rank.

The proof of (4.4) uses same facts about Chow varieties which we now recall. Fix
an embedding X C IFN. Write pN for the dual projective space, set S = n~~m-l pN,
and define Pd = JPHO(S, 0~"'im-lpr;O(d)). The totality of all Chow forms for cycles
of dimension m and degree d whose support is contained in X form a closed subset
Chow:n c Pd. The natural map

H O(- N-m-l *O(d)) H O(..... N-m-l *""(d)) HO(- N-m-l ·Jf"\(d d))=.,0 i =1 pri 1 (9 =.,0 i=1 pri v 2 -+ =., lZli=l pri v 1 + 2
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induees a eontinuous, closed map of algebraie sets
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(4.5)

whieh on the level of cycles sel1ds (Zl, Z2) to ZI + Z2. If p(t) is an integral valued
polynomial with leading term dt m Im!, then Mumford [Mu2, §5.4] eonstructs a morphism
of projective schemes H ill{:,N -+ Pd which takes a geometrie point of Hill{N to the Chow
form of the corresponding cycle. This gives rise to a eontinuous, closed map from the
the suhset underlying the closed subscheme Hill!x C Hill{.N to Chow:". Using this
map and (4.5) we can describe all the maps we need.

Proof of 4.4. Let T = X - X'. There is a countable collection {Uj} JEN of finite type,
smooth (not necessarily connected) projective schemes and closed subschemes Vj C
Uj x T, flat of relative dimension m over Uj such that

generates Kerr. Since (Vj Ul) - (Vj U2) E CHm(XC)alg, deg(Vj u) is independent of the
choice of U E Uj(C).

Let (Cl, C2) Eie x C 10 . A rational equivalence between [Wq ] + [Vj U 1] and [Wc:z] +
[Vj U2] is given by a collection of closed subscheInes, r 1 , ... , r r C pI xX, which are Hat
of relative dimension m over pI and satisfy

(4.6) 2: [riO] = [WC1 ] + [Vj Ul] + Z,
l~i~r

2: [r ioo] = [Wc:z] + [Vj u:z] + Z.
l~i~r

In other words, a rational equivalence results from a morphism of schemes,

(4.7) P: Ir1
-+ II Hil~,

l~i~r

where Pi is the Hilbert polynomial for the fiber of riover pI.
For a fixed finite sequence of natural numbers J= (jl' ... ,jlJ) let dj = E:=1 deg Vii Ui'

Write dw for the degree of Wc , d for the surn of the degrees of the fibers of the r j'S,

and set do = d - dw - d..,. There are continuous, closed maps of algebraic sets
J

IJ

II H illJ;.i .1 Chow~ !!- C x Chow~ x IIUji
l~i~r i=1

IJ

ePl(c, Z, Ul, ... , u lJ ) =[Wc] +2:[Vji uJ +Z
i=1

By (4.6) we are interested in those P which satisfy

IJ

(4.8) (~(P(O)),~(P(oo))) E ePl x eP2(C x C x ßChow~O X II UjJ C (Chow~)2.
i=1

For each integer N the set of rnorphisms (4.7) whieh satisfy (4.8) and

(4.9) deg(P*O(l)) ::; N
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ia a closed subset of projective space, denoted EN ,Pl, ... ,Pr3' Thus the map

1jJ(F) = (~(F(O)),~(F(oo))).

---+1 Xy

is closed. The projection prCxC : (C x Chow::: x n:=1 UjJ2 -+ C x C ia also closed.
Henee

prCXC«(!/JI X !/J2)-I("p(EN,Pl, ... ,Pr3)))

ia a closed set. For eaeh (Cl, C2) in this set, (WC1 ) - (Wc,) E V. The union over all tuples
of Hilbert polynomials, Pl, ... , Pn over aH ], and over all N is Rv. This proves (4.4).

5. l ..cycles on cubic hypersurfaces.
Let X C pn+l be a smooth hypersurface of degree 3 defined over an algebraicly

closed field, k. If n ~ 2, CH1(X)alg = O. H n = 3 and the charaeteristie of k ia not 2,
then CH1(X)alg is naturaHy isomorphie to the k-rational points of an abelian variety
(see [Mur] and and use the divisiblity of CH1(X)alg)' H n = 4, CH1(XC)alg is not
representable (0.5). The purpose of this seetion is to prove

Theorem 5.1. Let X C pn+I be a smooth hypersurface oE degree 3 defined over an
algebraicly closed subfield oE C. H n 2:: 6, then CHI (X)alg = O.

In preparation for the proof of the theorem we reeall some facts about singular cubic
hypersurfaces. Suppose first that X has an isolated singular point, Po, of multiplicity
2. The intersection of X with the tangent cone to X at Po is a cone over a complete
intersection, F, of multi~degree (2,3) in pn. Projection from Po induces abirational
morphsim, <P : X - Po -+ Ir". The inverse map is given by the linear system of cubics
in pn through F. These cubics generate the ideal sheaf of F. Thus </J-I is the blow up
of F followed by contracting the unique quadric containing F to the singular point Po.
The behaviour of Chow groups under a monoidal transformation with center a complete
intersection is weH understood [F, 6.7, 3.3b]. Since CHo(F)hom = 0 when n 2:: 5 [R3,
Thm 4.2], one deduces easily that CHI (X) ~ Z with a line through Po as generator.

Proo/ 0/ 5.1. Let X C P"+I be a smooth eubic hypersurface of dimension n 2:: 6. We
shall assume that the base field is the complex numbers. The general case follows from
this special case by the injectivity of the puH back map CBI (X)alg -+ CHI (XC)alg (1.9)
and [L]. Write X C pn+l for the dual hypersulface in the dual projective space and
I = {(x, H) E X X X : x EH} for the total space of the family of singular hyperplane
sections of X. It is known that X is a hypersulface in P"+l and that non-singular points
correspond to hyperplane sections with exacdy one isolated ordinary double point. In
fact the locus of hyperplane sections with only isolated double point singularities is an
open subset X C X and the cOInplement has codimension at least 2. Let C c X be a
complete, irreducible curve, with nonnalization v : C ~ C. Define Y = C x x I. There
are tautological maps

q

pI
C

with p Hat and q projeetive aod surjective. Let 1] denote the generic point of C. There
is a 8hort exact sequence

(5.2)
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Apply Roitman's Theorem [R3, Thm 4.2] and (1.9) to the cubic hypersurface, Y" to
conclude that CHo(Y,,) has rank 1. The image of q. 0 (EI1ic.) is generated by lines.

Lemma 5.3. All lines on a smooth cubic hypersurface Xc C Pc+ I oE dimension n ;::: 5
are rationally equiva1ent. .

Proof. By (2.3) and [A-I(, Prop. 1.8] the parameter space of lines on Xc is a smooth
projective variety whose anti-canonical bundle is ample. The assertion now follows from
[Ca).

It follows that CHI (XC) has finite rank. By (4.1) CHI(Xc)alg = O.

Remark 5.4. The question as to whether CHI(Xc)alg is representable when n = 5
remains open. Since CHI(XC)alg = 0 for cubic 5-folds with one ordinary double point,
one is tempted to suspect that CHI (XC)alg = 0 might hold for smooth cubic 5-folds as
well.
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